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New M18 FUEL™ Compact Vacuum Provides Ultimate Versatility, Exclusive Two-Stage
Debris Separation System

MILWAUKEE, WI- Milwaukee Tool is excited to introduce a new jobsite clean-up solution that
offers powerful performance and ultimate versatility to excel in small-area and spot clean-up
applications. The M18 FUEL™ Compact Vacuum delivers up to 50% more sustained suction
than many other cordless compact vacuums currently available through an exclusive two-stage
debris separation for the most efficient clean-up experience. In addition, five dedicated solutions
(powered floor tool, floor tool, crevice tool and flexible hose, brush tool, and utility tool) allow this
vacuum to tackle almost any obstacle.
Optimized for dry jobsite debris, the M18 FUEL™* Compact Vacuum features a
POWERSTATE™ brushless motor that provides powerful performance ideal for small area and
spot clean up applications. For more efficient clean-up, the vacuum is engineered with
proprietary two-stage debris separation functionality. This process divides small and large
debris within the cannister prior to entering the filter for sustained suction.
Professionals need to be able to clean in a wide range of environments including debris
at ground-level, confined spaces, waist level, and overhead. To ensure these users have the
very best solution for whatever clean-up solution they encounter, the M18 FUEL™ Compact
Vacuum comes fully equipped with five dedicated solutions including a powered floor tool, a
floor tool, a brush tool, a utility tool, and a crevice tool with a flexible hose to fit a variety of

applications. For optimal dust and microparticle collection, the vacuum comes with an included
washable HEPA filter and foam pre-filter.
When equipped with the M18™ REDLITHIUM™ XC5.0 Battery Pack, the vacuum can
run up to 18 minutes in High Mode and 28 minutes in Low Mode.
Milwaukee is committed to improving productivity by providing performance-driven and
trade-focused solutions so users can perform an entire day’s work on one battery system. The
new M18 FUEL™ Compact Vacuum is fully compatible with the entire M18™ line and is a true
testament to Milwaukee’s focus on investing in game-changing technology that delivers
breakthrough solutions for users.
*M18 FUEL™ is engineered for the most demanding tradesmen in the world. Delivering unrivaled
performance, all M18 FUEL™ products feature three Milwaukee®-exclusive innovations—The
POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor, REDLITHIUM™ Battery Pack and REDLINK PLUS™ Intelligence
Hardware and Software—that deliver unmatched power, run-time and durability on the jobsite. Simply
put, M18 FUEL™ tools are the most powerful 18V cordless tools in their class.

Specifications:
M18 FUEL™ Compact Vacuum (0940-20)
Air Volume: 32 CFM
Sealed Suction: 80” H20
Air Performance: 98 Air Watts
Canister Capacity: 0.25 Gallons
Inlet Diameter: 1-1/4”
Height: 11.65”
Length: 13.07”
Width: 6.39”
Weight: 4.35 lbs
Warranty: 5-Year Limited
Includes: M18 FUEL™ Compact Vacuum, Extension Wand, Powered Floor Tool, Floor Tool,
Flexible Hose, Crevice Tool, Utility Tool, Brush Tool, Accessory Holder, HEPA Filter, and Foam
Pre-Filter
*Batteries sold separately
*HEPA Filter Replacement available (49-90-2012)

About Milwaukee Tool

Milwaukee Tool, founded in 1924, is a global leader in delivering innovative solutions to
the professional construction trades that offer increased productivity and unmatched
durability. Whether it is through their world-leading M12™, M18™, and MX FUEL™
cordless systems, the ground-breaking performance of their M12 and M18 FUEL™
products, jobsite lighting, time-saving accessories, or innovative hand tool and storage
products, Milwaukee® is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of advanced, tradespecific solutions. Milwaukee Tool is a Brookfield, Wisconsin-based subsidiary of
Techtronic Industries Co. Ltd. (TTI) (HKEx stock code: 669, ADR symbol: TTNDY). For
more information on the full line of Milwaukee® products, please call 1-800-SAWDUST
or visit www.milwaukeetool.com.

